( ./p) the familiar Legendre symbol. It is well known that p = c2 + 2d2 if and only if p = 8k + 1 or p = 8k + 3, and that in these cases c is unique if we require c (-l)k+l(mod 4). In 1961, Brewer [ l ] related this representation of p to the character sum More precisely, he proved ifp # c2 + 2d2, = {Oc, ifp = c+ 2d2 and c (-l)*+ l (mod 4).
We present a variant of Whiteman's proof [6] of this result, using simple properties of Jacobi sums, with the view that this is more natural than the use of Jacobsthal sums [6], modular curves [5] (see Theorem 1) or the theory of cyclotomy [3] in other existing proofs.
For multiplicative characters JI and A of GF(pr), the Jacobi sum I($, A) is defined by If JI, A and JIA are non-trivial, these sums satisfy [4] where G(JI) is the Gaussian sum G(JI) = $(a) exp(27ri tr(a)/p), with tr(a) = a + a p + . . + a~' -' , and therefore as JG(JI)J = prI2,
The Gaussian sums also satisfy [ 7 ] . The observation of Brewer [ l ] and Whiteman [6] that the number of solutions of We define a character X = x, , of k by specifying After some simplification of (4.7) we obtain
As d is even, we have J(1,4) = c + d f l , completing the proof.
For p = 8k + 3, the central role is played by a factor of the Jacobi sum J (1, 3) . Following Whiteman, we consider the Eisenstein sum showing that K is indeed a factor of the Jacobi sum J (1,3) .
(1 + bi) are distinct, and different from -1. 
